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Promoted on behalf of Cycling Time Trials under their Rules and Regulations. 

 

Open 50 mile Time Trial: Saturday 18th May 2019, course R50/1b  
 

RESULTS SHEET  
 

Timekeepers           Organizer  
Start:  Alf Williams (Port Talbot Whs CC)         Bob Jones  

Finish:  Robin Field (Cardiff Byways CC)        2 Little Orchard  

             Dinas Powys  

             Glam CF64 4NH  
             mob. 07873-353207  

 
Marshals and other officials are listed overleaf  

 

 

AWARDS  
 

1st road bike  Kelwyn Rogers Plymouth Corinthian CC   2:03:32  £15 

 

1st woman  Vicky Jowett  Plymouth Corinthian CC   1:57:50  £20 

2nd woman Marianne Holt  Team Bottrill    2:01:55  £15 

 

1st man  Andy Jackson   AeroCoach    1:39:33  £25 

2nd man Stuart Travis  Team Bottrill    1:40:26  £20 

3rd man Chris Gibbard  Bynea CC     1:41:21  £15 

 

1st team Team Bottrill 5:35:19   (S Travis 1:40:26, C Holman 1:52:58, M Holt 2:01:55) £15 ea. 

 

 

THANKS  
 

To all who entered, especially the 41 who rode.  
 

With these Monmouthshire courses on the A40, times seem quicker with a south west wind, whereas the opposite 

direction (from the north east) is generally not good. The 5 mph north easterly forecast for Raglan this Saturday didn't 

look promising, but the actual conditions - of light catspaws with no discernible direction - pulled PB's for half the field 

including all but one of the top 10. It seems the first lap was particularly fast. There were no improvements to men’s or 

women’s course records however. 

 

As a two-lap course, official split times come from the finish lay-by near the end of the first lap (24.275 miles), and 

unofficial splits from our observer at the Mitchel Troy turn (12.08 and 37.831 miles) who didn’t sync his watch with the 

TK’s, but whose times should be accurate relative to themselves. There are separate PDF files for Finish times, split 

times at 24.275 miles, split times at Mitchell Troy, and Team awards. 

 

For several contenders it turned out a promising start to this year's BBAR after all. 

 

I was pleased with the response to the road bike event, where there was a uniformly high standard of performance - 

including no.24 who used a road bike in the TT bike event. 
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AND THANKS ESPECIALLY  

to everyone who devoted their free time to make this a successful event:-  

 

 

William Pring & Bob Jones, Cardiff 100 miles RCC (signage fixers)  

Alf Williams, Port Talbot Whs (starting TK) with Bob Jones (pushing-off),  

Terry Wilkins & Ed Malarczyk, Cwmcarn Paragon (marshals at the Hardwick Gyratory),  

Mike Waite, Abergavenny RC (marshal & observer at the Mitchell Troy turn),  

Robin Field, Cardiff Byways CC (finishing TK) with William Pring & Alf Williams (number spotters)  

 

Reg & Mo Pharoah, Cardiff Ajax CC (catering at HQ) 

 

Everyone else who offered to lend a hand.  

 

 

 

 

 

HQ Arrangements -  

Particular thanks to David Sanders, Abergavenny Scout Group, for making the venue available.  

 

 

 

 
 


